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ABollywood music giant is on course to overtake
controversial Swedish vlogger PewDiePie at the
top of the YouTube channel subscribers chart in

the coming days in a new landmark for India’s digital rise.
T-Series will become the first non-English-language
channel to hold top spot on the world’s most popular
video platform as smartphone ownership soars in the
country of 1.25 billion people. “We’re very excited, for
the organization and for India. An Indian channel becom-
ing number one is a big compliment for the entire coun-
try,” T-Series chairman Bhushan Kumar told AFP. Few
outside the Indian diaspora will know T-Series’ typically
upbeat song and dance videos, but they are already the
most-watched on YouTube. 

They have been seen more than 53 billion times, again
beating PewDiePie-whose videos have notched just over
19 billion views-as well as Justin Bieber and Taylor Swift.

The Swede, whose real name is Felix Kjellberg, has had
the highest number of subscribers for five years during
which he has regularly been in hot water over his videos.
In September last year he apologised after he was heard
using a racial slur in an expletive-laden rant against an
opponent while playing a live-streamed computer game.
Earlier in 2017 he lost contracts with YouTube and
Disney over anti-Semitic comments. He was temporarily
blocked from Twitter in 2016 after joking he had joined
the Islamic State group.

‘World recognition’ 
With T-Series rapidly closing in, fans of the Swedish

gamer have rallied to push up his subscriber numbers in
recent days but that will likely only delay the inevitable.
On Thursday both had over 71 million subscribers.
PewDiePie was ahead by around 150,000 with T-Series
expected to overtake it in coming days. “It will give us
recognition all over the globe,” chairman Kumar said. The
company, one of India’s biggest record labels, operates
29 channels in Hindi, Tamil, Punjabi and other languages.
It also airs health fitness videos and children’s cartoons.

T-Series was founded by Kumar’s father, Gulshan
Kumar, in 1983. He was a fruit juice seller who started
selling Bollywood music cassettes and became a leg-
endary Hindi film music producer, enjoying massive suc-
cess with the soundtrack to the 1990 film “Aashiqui”
(Romance). He was murdered by Mumbai mafia members
in 1997. As well as producing music videos, T-Series also
buys film soundtracks and collaborates with artists
around India, providing a platform for their content. Its
most-watched music video is Guru Randhawa’s “Lahore”,
which was uploaded in December last year and has been
viewed almost 620 million times. Kumar refused to say

how much money T-Series makes from YouTube but
Bloomberg News reported recently that the site accounts
for around a quarter of its annual sales, which are about
$100 million.

‘Sky’s the limit’ 
T-Series started posting videos on YouTube in 2011.

By October 2016 it had around 12 million subscribers and
total hits of 11 billion, according to Social Blade, a web-
site that tracks YouTube viewership. That month India’s
richest man, Mukesh Ambani, rolled out a new 4G net-
work called Reliance Jio. He offered bargain-basement
data plans, sending shockwaves through India’s telecoms
market. T-Series’ views rose quickly before skyrocketing
this year.  In January, subscribers were at 31 million while
its views reached 29 billion before soaring to 71 million

and 53 billion respectively now.
“People say it’s a successful channel because data is

more or less free. It’s not that. There are so many chan-
nels in India but we are becoming number one because
of great content,” said Kumar. Mobile internet users in
India have increased from around 306 million in October
2015 to 478 million in June 2018, according to the
Internet and Mobile Association of India. And with mil-
lions more Indians still to buy their first smartphones the
country’s YouTube channels are going to keep hitting
new heights. “It’s increasing day by day. The sky is the
limit,” said Kumar. — AFP

Bollywood’s T-Series to take YouTube top-spot from ‘pewDiePie’

This photo illustration taken in New Delhi shows the YouTube
channel homepage for Indian record label T-Series, showing
over 71 million subscribers to its channel. — AFP photos.

In this file photo India’s richest man and oil-to-telecom con-
glomerate Reliance Industries chairman Mukesh Ambani
attends the India Mobile Congress 2018 in New Delhi.

Girls attend a class at a ballet studio in Moscow. — AFP photos

In this file photo an Indian student looks at her smartphone
in Mumbai.

In a small studio in northern Moscow, girls as young as
three in tutus and pointe shoes practice their ballet
moves in front of a mirror.  Lined up on their mats, the

youngsters have no difficulty stretching their legs up over
their heads-let alone doing splits. The studio is one of
dozens in the Russian capital, home to some of the
world’s best ballet troupes. Many are run by former pro-
fessional ballerinas. Children and teenagers meet at the
studio in a Soviet-era community center three times a
week for classical ballet classes.

They are overwhelmingly girls, their long hair tied
tightly in buns high on their heads.  “We have boys, but
unfortunately not many,” the studio’s director and former
ballerina Oksana Mironova tells AFP. She proudly adds
that one boy she taught is now a dancer at the Bolshoi
Theatre.    Mironova herself started out at a ballet school

in Saratov, a city on the Volga river. She went on to train
at a Saint Petersburg academy, where she was taught by
Russia’s legendary prima ballerina Natalia Dudinskaya. 

After a 10-year career in Moscow, she suffered a knee
injury that stopped her from dancing, and opened a ballet
studio in 2001.  It is in these types of studios, she said,
that a dancer’s “willpower and character” is forged
before going on to Russia’s ballet academies-famed for
their strict and rigid training. Mironova stressed that
while “you have to shout a bit” during a class, the teach-
ers are “warm” to the children.  Russian ballet schools,
she said, are considered the best in the world because of
their adherence to tradition. “We (the teachers) are all
professionals from these academies and theatres and we
safeguard these traditions.”— AFP

Moscow’s ballet studios:
Where careers take flight


